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This WN is for getting effective and productive with the UNIX command 
line interface. It explains the basic Unix commands, gives insights how 
to effectively use shortcuts and simple shell functions to generate 
simple UNIX shell scripts for everyday use. This WN does not explain how 
to do system administration or howto install/configure a linux system. 
 

1. Intro 
 
The UNIX command line interface and its shell is a very powerful environment for 
file and data handling. Unfortunately it is not widely used. New Unix user usually 
start with graphical desktop environments aka GNOME or KDE and do not dive into 
the potentials of the Unix Command Line Interface (CLI) nor do they work with the 
various tools provided by the shell environment.  
This WN aims to provide a fast and efficient source for help using the CLI and it 
lists the most common commands with the most important styles of use. A basic 
understanding of the Unix Operating System (OS) is suggested to understand this 
document. 
 
The UNIX acronym stands for the original version of this operating system 
invented around 1970 by AT&T Bell Labs and made available for free to 
Universities in 1976. Later in the 70s Unix was developed to become a commercial 
product well known as BSD Unix (University of California, Berkeley – “Berkeley 
Software Distribution”), and System V Unix. Derivates from the original BSD Unix 
are known as FreeBSD , NetBSD and OpenBSD. From System V the following Unix 
derivates originated: Sun UNIX (Solaris) and HP-UX (although partly derived from 
BSD), Linux, AIX Unix.  
 
The information given in this WN mainly concentrates on Linux and uses examples 
tested with Ubuntu (Feisty Fawn Version) but most of the CLI functionality can 
also be found with other Linux distributions (as there are: SUSE Linux, RedHat 
Linux, Debian GNU Linux, Mandriva Linux, Slackware Linux, Gentoo Linux – to 
name only few) or Unix derivates. 
 
Important literature suggested for the interested (unfinished):  
 

 RRZN Unix Handbuch, Eine Einführung …  
 Hein, Nemeth and Snyder "Linux Administration Handbook" 
 Aeleen Frisch "UNIX System Administration"  
 Powers et al. 2002 "Unix Power Tools" O`Reilly. 
 Dougherty, D.: SED &  AWK, O'Reilly, ISBN 0-937175-59-5. 
 tbc 

 
In the Unix/Linux world the OS is not directly tied to the windowing system. The 
Unix OS is usually combined with a Window Manager but it is not necessarily 
needed as a prerequisite to use the OS efficiently. The basic instrument to use the 
OS is the terminal that provides a CLI. The CLI takes the user input (a command) 
and sends it to a shell. The shell interprets the command and sends it to the OS. 
The OS itself is than “talking” to the hardware via the Unix/Linux kernel (moving 
the hard disc read/write heads etc.). 
 
On top of the OS the user can start the X-Window system. The X-Window system 
creates the link between the graphics hardware and a windowing system. To use 
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(move and shape) the windows a Window Manager is needed. Finally here the 
Unix OS and its appearance differ considerably  from a MS-Windows OS for the 
end user. The user can choose from various window manager concepts, whereas 
Windows only provides one GUI that is directly tied to the OS. The well known 
window managers are: fvmw, windowmaker, twm, openwindows, enlightenment, 
gwm, kwm.  To make the graphical interface concept of UNIX even more complex 
another concept was introduced with modern Unix derivates: the “Desktop 
Environment”. Desktop environments are f.e.: Gnome, KDE or Enlightenment DE 
(under development). These graphical interfaces include a fully functional 
windowmanager, various software tools for all important applications, a graphical 
file manager and they also provide their own terminals (Gnome-terminal, Kterm, 
Eterm etc.).  
 

2. The Shell:  
 
A shell is a command interpreter. Its job is to interpret the commands that the 
user types into the tty (abbr. teletypewriter). The shell protects the user from Unix 
(and Unix from the user). 
 

2.1 Various Shell Versions: 
 
tcsh: 
 
“Tcsh is an enhanced, but completely compatible version of the Berkeley UNIX C 
shell (csh). It is a command language interpreter usable both as an interactive 
login shell and a shell script command processor. It includes a command-line 
editor, programmable word completion, spelling correction, a history mechanism, 
job control and a C-like syntax.” (http://www.tcsh.org/) 
The prompt usually ends with “>”, while the csh ends with “%”. This is however 
customizable. 
 
 
bash: 
 
“Bash is the shell, or command language interpreter, for the gnu operating 
system. The name is an acronym for the ‘Bourne-Again SHell’, a pun on Stephen 
Bourne, the author of the direct ancestor of the current Unix shell sh, which 
appeared in the Seventh Edition Bell Labs Research version of Unix.  
Bash is largely compatible with sh and incorporates useful features from the Korn 
shell ksh and the C shell csh. It is intended to be a conformant implementation of 
the ieee posix Shell and Tools portion of the ieee posix specification (ieee Standard 
1003.1). It offers functional improvements over sh for both interactive and 
programming use.  
While the gnu operating system provides other shells, including a version of csh, 
Bash is the default shell. Like other gnu software, Bash is quite portable. It 
currently runs on nearly every version of Unix and a few other operating systems 
− independently-supported ports exist for ms-dos, os/2, and Windows platforms.  
.”( http://www.gnu.org/software/bash/manual/bashref.html#Top 
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The bash shell prompt ends with “$” (if uncustomized). 
 
You can easily find out what shell is set for your login as default using: 
$: grep yourloginname /etc/passwd 
You will get something like this: 
soeren:x:1000:100:Soeren Hese,,,:/home/soeren:/bin/bash 
This tells you that you are using by default the bash 
 
“echo $SHELL” will also show the used shell. 
 
What happens if you login? Here no details about what the OS does to start up, we 
are more interested in the shell relevant start up config files.  
 
bash: reads the bash.bashrc in /etc, the /yourhome/.bashrc, the /etc/profile and 
the /yourhome/.profile . 
csh: reads the .cshrc in your home directory, the /etc/csh.cshrc (system wide) and 
for login shells: the /etc/csh.login, and /yourhome/.login 
 
You can easily change the shell by just typing “tcsh” or “csh” or “bash”. Note that 
the underlying former shell is not closed. Closing the shell is done with “exit” or 
“Cntr.-C”. If the current shell is a login shell you will logout from your system with 
“exit”.  
 
Navigating in the Shell is made easy with the Emacs Keyboard Shortcuts (a full list 
is available in the appendix in table xy):  
 
Cntr Z : suspends a job that was started on the CLI, the CLI is opened again  

when “bg” is entered as the next command. “fg” puts the process 
back into the Shell focus. With “jobs” the current processes in “bg” 
mode of the shell can be listed. 

Cntr D :  equals a logout in the root  (login window),  it also exits a terminal 
shell.   

Cntr C :  standard Cancel 
Cntr A  :  jumps with the cursor the start of the line 
Cntr E:  jumps with the cursor to the end of line 
Cntr K :  deletes the complete line, 
 

2.2 Man pages – the help system 
 
The most comprehensive help system of the UNIX OS is hidden in the man page 
system. The man-pages are a database like help document collection sometimes 
kept in a compressed format and read/formatted on the fly by the “man” 
command. 
 
soeren@tiros: man section title 
 
Gets you a man page from a specific section with a specific section: 
soeren@tiros: man 1 df 
 
Specific sections are: 1=user-level commands and applications, 2=system calls 
and kernel errors, 3=library calls, 5=standard file formats, 4=device drivers  and 
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network prot., 6=games and demos, 7= Misc files, 8=System administration, 
9=kernel specs and interface. 
 
To use man effectively make sure your MANPATH environment points to your man 
pages: 
setenv MAPATH=/home/soeren/localman:/usr/share/man 
sh shell version: 
MANPATH=/home/soeren/localman:/usr/share/man 
export MANPATH 
 
soeren@tiros: man –k df 
Finds all man pages that have df in their keyword list. Keywords are in a file called 
“whatis” in the root of the man page hierarchy /usr/man. Occasionally this 
database needs to be rebuild using catman –w. 
The same command is “apropos df”. A shorter more specific version is man –f df 
or “whatis df”.  
“whereis cat” gives more information about where the program is installed and 
where the man pages are installed. 
 
man man  
man –a  
man -k searchstring 
man -f stichwort 
man <section> stichwort  
mandb (mandatabase utilitie) 
man –u command   updates the manpage 
catman –w    :Erzeugung der indexinfos fuer man –k oder apropos 
man xterm | col -b > xtermman.txt  z.B. 
tkman (Xmanpage) 
 
 

2.3 Editing ASCII Files – The vi Editor 
 
Vi is started with “vi filename”. You exit the vi-editor using the command “:q!“ 
without saving the file and with „:wq“ with save or with „ZZ“ again with save. 
 
After starting vi with “vi filename” you are in “command modus”. This means that 
you can release commands comparable to the unix command line interface. 
Commands are not shown in this modus but they are recorded and triggered 
immediately. ESC deletes the command from the memory.  The “Insert Modus” is 
the modus for editing the file. In Insert Modus every character that is typed will be 
placed into the file. You get into the “Insert Modus” by typing i, I, a, A,.o, O, s or 
S. To leave the “Inser Modus” press the ESC key again. 
The third modus is the “ex-Modus”. The ex Modus is started with “:”. Choose this 
modus to change larger areas of the text file and for global search & replace tasks. 
In ex modus you  will see all commands and you can also use the “normal” del key 
to correct commands. 
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Fig. 1: Modi in vi (Rank, 1996). 
 
 
In Command Modus the cursor can be moved with the arrow keys. The same 
functions is attributed to the keys:h, j, k, l. The command + moves to the 
beginning of the next line (the same is done by RETURN), - moves to the start of 
the line before, H moves to the first display line, M moves to the middle display 
line, L moves to the last display line. The command w moves one word forward, 
whereas b moves one word backward. The commands can be combined with 
numbers and the they are repeated with this factor. More information is given in 
the various online manuals for vi. Vi is a very powerful editor for administration 
purposes and can also detect special characters that are hidden with other 
texteditors. 
 
Other simple editors with less cryptic interface are f.e.: pico or nano. They should 
be part of every linux/unix system but on very basic installations these editors are 
likely missing, whereas vi is always part of the game.  
 
vi <command> 
Esc (in den Befehlsmodus) 
Esc:ZZ    : save  
Esc:wq    :write and quit 
Esc:w    :speichern 
Esc:q    :quit without save 
Nedit, textedit (OW), Xemacs, emacsr 
 

2.4 Customizing your Shell 
 
In order to effectively use the Shell you have to customize some settings. Most of 
the settings are defined in a file called “.bashrc” for the bash and “.cshrc” for the 
tcsh. You will find these files in your home directory or you might have to create 
these files. These configuration files are read by the system when you login. Do 
not edit these files if you do not understand what you are doing.  
 
The following enables color support when you type “ls”. It gives different colors for 
different file types: 
 
# enable color support of ls and also add handy aliases 
if [ "$TERM" != "dumb" ]; then 
    eval "`dircolors -b`" 
    alias ls='ls --color=auto' 
fi 

 
Alias definitions make life easier: here are some of the most used aliases: 
 
alias ll='ls -l' 
alias la='ls -A' 
alias l='ls -CF' 
alias ws='finger | sort -u -k 1' 
alias sss='sync && sync && sync &&' 
alias h='history' 
alias m='more' 
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set history = 500 
alias cls='clear' 
alias ftp='ftp -i' 
alias lsl='ls -la | more' 
alias n="nedit" 
alias cd2 = “cd /data2” 
 
“Set” defines an environment. Here History is set to 500. Using the “history” 
command you can see the last 500 commands that were used. 
Check “man bash/sh/tcsh” for more options … .  
 
Also check the global config files for your Shell:  
 
/etc/bash.bashrc 
/etc/profile 
 
Ok obviously tbc 

3. Unix Command Overview 
 
What are the most powerful commands? From a scripting/batch programming 
point of view: grep, find, awk, sed.  
 

3.1 Managing your files – setting rights and changing rights: 
 
The basics: 
rm (remove), cp (copy), cd (change directory), rmdir (remove dir), who 
(who is logged in), df –k . (list the disk status of the actual disc), du 
–ks . (list the disc usage from the actual directory point), exit (close 
the shell), top (start a process tool). 
 
 
 
cd /home/soeren #change to directory soeren 
cd ~ #does the same, changes to home directory 
cd $HOME #does the same, changes to home directory 
cd #does the same, changes to home directory  
ls –l #list all files in long listing version 
ls –la  #list long and show also .dot system config files 
ls –laR #list long and .dot files and recursive 
ls –d  #list directories only 
mv dir1 dir2 #move file or directory  
rm file file2 file3 #remove file file2 and file3 
 
Listing files with wildcards: 
ls *a????.?  #list only files with 4c behind „a“ and 1c behind 

the dot. 
ls *[a-f]????.?  #list only files with a-f at the 5th last place 
ls *[1,3-5,M-P,a,k]????.?  #list all files with 5th last place with … 
 
mkdir testdir #create a directory 
rmdir testdir #removes a directory (when empty) 
rm testfile #remove testfile 
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rm –rf testdir #removes the directory and its content without 

#asking again recursive!, BE AWARE: THIS IS ONE OF 
#THE VERY POWERFULL AND DANGEROUS COMMANDS! 

 
Changing rights: 
chmod 777 filename #changes the access to a file/dir: 777: everybody 

can read/write/exec.(other settings are:  
chmod 007 filename #changes access to filename to read/write/exec. 

For the owner only. Other option 700 070 770 077 
744 755). –R sets the rights recursive. The 
following notation is also possible: 

chmod ur+ filename 
chmod guoa #(group,user,others,all) + oder - mit r oder w 

oder x chmod u+x-rw linux.txt z.B. 
chgrp  #change the group properties of a file/dir: change 

#grp 
groups   #lists the groups that you are belonging to 
sudo usermod –G users,adm,admin,dialout,fax,cdrom,floppy,tape,audio, 

dip,plugdev,scanner,fuse soeren  
 #this adds user soeren to the groups listed behind  

#-G –note: to be allowed to use sudo commands on  
#most Linux Distr. You need to be part of group 
#admin. 

chown –R /DIR soeren #change owner -R recursive to the user “soeren” 
 
 
 

3.2 Working with and controlling of processes 
 
Cntr-Z   #suspend a job 
bg       #set a suspended job into the background 
fg     #put suspended process in the foreground again 
jobs #lists the active processes in backround of the 

used terminal 
& #puts the process in the background, gives prompt 

back, lower prior. 
 
nice #root rights needed: run a process with different 

priority -20 >+19 (lowest) 
 
kill -0 (logout) -1 -3 -9 (hardkill) -15 #kill a process  
kill -9 `ps -fu fragmented | awk '/^fragmented/ { print $2 }'`  

#kills all processes of user “fragmented” – this command 
#just looks for the p-IDs and feeds “kill” with the 
#numbers 

 
Process organization 
w    #who is logged on 
uptime   #uptime of the operating system 
at -f -m Zeit Datum    #release a command at specific  time -f:script is  
    #source -m :mail Bestaetigung  
at 1430 tomorrow < liste 
at 4pm Fri <liste>logbuch 
cron  #starts commands at a specified time 
crontab  <contabfile> #config for cron 
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3.3 Working effectively with the CLI 
nohup &  #no hang up lets a process work on even after logout 
Cntr.Z    #suspends a process 
 
find . -name "emil" #search in all subdir for file emil 
find . -name "*emil*" 
find . -t (type) d(directory) –name  ‚exp' 
find . –size +2 –size –6    #search for files with size between 2 and 6  

#blocks (a 512 Byte) 
find . –atime 7   #access time –mtime: modification time 
 
find / \( -name a.out –o –name core –o –name `*~'\ -o –name `.*~` -o –
name `#*#` \) –type f –atime  +14 \ -exec  
rm –f {}\; -o –fstype nfs –prune    

#Link all conditions for find and remove the files 
find  . –size +2048 –mtime +30 –exec ls –l {} \;   

# find files of size xy and mtime xy and execute ls –l on  
# these files  

find . -name "*_nn3.tif" -exec cp {} /home17/soeren/TM5-GLCF/imerge-c3 \; 
  #find files _nn3.tif and cp all to home17, here : don't  

#forget the semicolon 
find / -type f \(-perm –2000 –o –perm –4000 \) –print 

#finds files with set SUID SGID and print the result 
find /home/doofie  -name `*.c´ -exec mv {} /tmp \; 

#find files with name and move to tmp 
 
mkdir  -p ~/dir1/dir2/dir3 #create parent dir – sometimes handy 
mkdir –m 755 ./test   

#mkdir –m u=rwx,go=rx ./test includes chmod functionality 
rmdir  #remove directory (must be empty)    
rm -i –r –f    #recursiv with force and dont ask again …  
Checking filesystem space: 
df -k .  #check space on actual device in kilobytes 
du -k .  #check disc usage in kilob at the actual position 
 
passwd #change password on Unix  
 
bc   # batch calculator / can be also used interactive but is  

# better used with a batch file 

3.4 Archiving and Compressing: 
 
gzip –r *  #gzip compression – compress everything below .  

#recursive 
gzip –d –r *  #decompress everything  
bzip2 file; bzip2 –d file etc.  
gzip , gzip –d , ungzip , uncompress , compress etc. 
tar cvf . filearchive-created21092002.tar  
   #create a tar archive at the actual position and save  

#all files in filearchive-cre…  
Tar tvf filearchive.tar  
   #check and list the content of the archive 
   #t: table of content, v: verbose, f: file, x extract,  

#c: create 
dd   #disc dump (pretty powerfull) 
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3.5 ASCII formating and processing: 
 
grep "detective" emil  #looks in file emil for a string “detective” 
grep –n ‚expression' filename  

#here the linenumber is also plotted 
 
col –b    #checks linefeeds 
nl     #number lines from a file 
head +50    #more without page with the first 50 lines 
tail –f    #more with the last 20 lines 
cat #concatenate – reads the full ascii into 

#memory 
sort      #sort the output  
diff     #find differences of files 
dircmp    #compare directories 
file      #check file type 
join     #attribute join based on content 
awk      #ascii txt processor 
awk /Tofu/,/REIS/ file    #print everything between Tofu and Reis 
awk /unix/     #search for „unix“ and print 
 
sed –f filemitscript 
cat txt1 txt2 > txt12   #combine two textfiles 

3.6 Network Tools with UNIX 

 
 
ftp -i    #nointeractive behavior of ftp 
ftp open (hostadress) pwd cd (targetdir) hash bin (or ascii) mget (or 
get) mput (or put)  
quit,  lcd  local cd 
ping     #info about accessibility of other servers 
     #in a Network 
talk      #ascii talk line – old unix skypte type 
finger -l name    #find description of of user and /or i-adress 
su username    #change to another user / superuser change 
rusers      #check all active logins 
netstat 
traceroute 
 
echo 'this is the text to be in the body' > mail soeren.hese@dlr.de  
 
ifconfig    #check network config 
route –n    #routing statistics 

 

3.7 Scripting and REDIRECTS: 
>>   #append to files redirect 
>   #redirect  - if outfile exist it overwrites 
>>&   #append with errormessages (mit >& werden  
    stderr und stdout in dieselbe Datei umgelenkt) 
|  #the pipe – it pipes the result of one command to  

#the next command (ls –lR | grep lostfile.txt 
expression1 && expression2  #True if both expression1 and expression2 are  

#true. 
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expression1 || expression2  #True if either expression1 or expression2 is 
true. 
 
Check “man bash” or “man tcsh” and “man sh” for more. 

3.8. Simple IMAGE PROCESSING 
xwd    #X window dump –screen –root –out outfile (auch   

#mit sleep 10) 
xv    #standard image viewer under unix 
gimp     #unix-photoshop  
 

3.9 Plotting with GNUPLOT 
 
gnuplot gp-scriptfile.gpl  #gnuplot software for plotting of functions  

#and data  
 
 
---- 
#simple gnuplot plot file: 
 
set encoding iso_8859_2 
set title "Thermokarst Lake Object Change Analysis - Area Changes" 
#this is the plot title 
set key inside vertical left noreverse 
set size square 
#this gives a square format 
set xlabel "Lake Object Area in 2004 (sqm)" 
set ylabel "Lake Object Area in 1964 (sqm)" 
set output "PLOT_area2004_vers_area1964.ps" 
#output postscript file 
set terminal postscript landscape color 
set xr [0:2000] 
#xrange 
set yr [0:2000] 
#yrange 
set pointsize 0.75 
set data style points 
 
f1(x) = 1*x + 0 
f3(x) = e*x**2 + f*x + g 
f2(x) = a*x + b 
#three functions are defined  
fit f3(x) 'all-lakes-from-intersect-of-1964-with-2004points2.txt' u 15:20 
via e,f,g 
fit f2(x) 'all-lakes-from-intersect-of-1964-with-2004points2.txt' u 15:20 
via a,b 
#functions 2 and 3 are fitted to the data in column 15 and 20 
plot 'all-lakes-from-intersect-of-1964-with-2004points2.txt' u 15:20 pt 6 t 
"Area sqm" 
#the data is plotted using column 15 and 20 
replot f1(x) t "f1(x) = 1*x + 0" 
replot f2(x) t "f2(x) = a*x + b" 
replot f3(x) t "f3(x) = e*x**2 + f*x + g" 
#the functions are plotted on the data dispersion  
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---- 
 
#more complex gnuplot plot file using whiskerbars and candlesticks 
set encoding iso_8859_2 
set title "Comparison of Landsat TM5 Calibrated Reflectance in Channel 1-
5 and 7 for Oil Spill Change Classes" 
set key outside below left noreverse enhanced autotitles nobox #right top 
vertical Right  
set size 1,1 
set ylabel "Reflectance (calibrated DNs)" 
#set y2label "Difference of 'mean' to next time period" 
#set x2label "" 
set xlabel "" 
set output "PLOTallchannels-87-95-01.ps" 
set xtics border in scale 1,0.5 nomirror rotate by -45 offset character 
0, 0, 0 
set xtics ("c1-57 LS5 2001" 1.0, "c2" 2.0 1, "c3" 3.0 1,"c4" 4.0 1,"c5" 
5.0 1,"c7" 6.0 1,"c1-5,7 LS5 1995" 7.0, "c2" 8.0 1,"c3" 9.0 1,"c4" 10.0 
1,"c5" 11.0 1, "c7" 12.0 1,"c1-5,7 LS5 1987" 13.0, "c2" 14.0 1,"c3" 15.0 
1,"c4" 16.0 1,"c5" 17.0 1, "c7" 18.0 1, "c1-5,7 LS5 2001" 19.0, "c2" 20.0 
1, "c3" 21.0 1,"c4" 22.0 1,"c5" 23.0 1,"c7" 24.0 1, "c1-5,7 LS5 1995" 
25.0, "c2" 26.0 1, "c3" 27.0 1,"c4" 28.0 1,"c5" 29.0 1,"c7" 30.0 1,"c1-
5,7 LS5 1987" 31.0, "c2" 32.0 1, "c3" 33.0 1,"c4" 34.0 1,"c5" 35.0 1,"c7" 
36.0 1, "c1-5,7 LS5 2001" 37.0, "c2" 38.0 1, "c3" 39.0 1,"c4" 40.0 1,"c5" 
41.0 1,"c7" 42.0 1, "c1-5,7 LS5 1995" 43.0, "c2" 44.0 1, "c3" 45.0 1,"c4" 
46.0 1,"c5" 47.0 1,"c7" 48.0 1,"c1-5,7 LS5 1987" 49.0, "c2" 50.0 1, "c3" 
51.0 1,"c4" 52.0 1,"c5" 53.0 1,"c7" 54.0 1) 
set terminal postscript landscape color  
set yr [-25.00000:155.0000] 
set xr [0:55] 
#set y2range [-25:10] 
set grid 
set style fill solid 0.1 
set boxwidth 0.55 
#set bars 
plot 'AllChannels0195.txt' using 2:($3-$5):7:6:($3+$5) with candlesticks 
lt 1 lw 2 lc 7 t 'Oil spills between 2001 and 1995' whiskerbars, '' using 
2:3:3:3:3 with candlesticks lt 1 lc 3 notitle 
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#candlesticks: x, low(mean-stdev),opening(min),closing (max), 
high(mean+stdev),  
#plot again with x, mean,mean,mean,mean 
#replot 'AllChannels0195-2.txt' using 2:($3-$5):7:6:($3+$5) with 
candlesticks lt 1 lw 2 lc 5 t 'Oil spills 2001-1995' whiskerbars, '' 
using 2:3:3:3:3 with candlesticks lt 1 lc 5 notitle 
replot 'AllChannels9587.txt' using 2:($3-$5):7:6:($3+$5) with 
candlesticks lt 2 lw 2 lc 4 t 'Oil spills between 1995 and 1987' 
whiskerbars, '' using 2:3:3:3:3 with candlesticks lt 1 lc 4 notitle 
replot 'AllChannelsBEF87.txt' using 2:($3-$5):7:6:($3+$5) with 
candlesticks lt 5 lw 2 lc 3 t 'Oil spills older than 1987' whiskerbars, 
'' using 2:3:3:3:3 with candlesticks lt 1 lc 7 notitle 
replot 'AllChannels0195.txt' using 2:8 lt 1 lw 2 lc 3 t 'Mean value 
difference to next (older) time period - oil spills 2001-1995'  
replot 'AllChannels9587.txt' using 2:8 lt 1 lw 2 lc 3 t 'Mean value 
difference to next (older) time period - oil spills 1995-1987' 
 

 
 
 
 
 

UNIX Shell Scripting 

 
IF ELSE, THEN, LOOPS and related  
 
----- 
 
If  condition 
then  do this ... 
else do that if condition returns non zero (false) 
fi 
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----- 
 
comand1 || comand2   # execute com2 only if com1 fails 
cat file1 file >file3 ||  
{echo sorry, no dice 1>&2  
exit 1 
} 
----- 
 
comand 1 && comand2   #exec. Com2 if com1 succeeds! 
 
 
----- 
 
 
awk '$1 > 0 {print $1 / 11.1111 } ' text 
#  awk durch 11 teilen lassen 
----- 
 
#!/bin/sh 
echo 's/\./,/g' > sed.script.meta 
chmod 755 sed.script.meta  
sed -f sed.script.meta > dot2komma.sh.meta 
#move dots to kommas 
  
----- 
 
if test -d cmd-gstat-files; then  
 echo ok - found one! 
else 
 echo "there is NO directory!" 
 echo "executing mkdir cmd-gstat-files"  
 mkdir cmd-gstat-files 
fi 
#checking for the existence of a specific directory 
 
----- 
sed -e s/X/"'"/g tmp-cmd-gstat-total$filename > cmd-gstat-total$filename         
#ersetzten der Xe durch Hochkomma 
 
----- 
#Working with counters in while expressions 
counter=1 
while [ $counter -le $patchnr_l ]    

#redoing as often as patches in line direction are  
  #there - depends on dataset size and patch progressionsize -  
  #this is the west coordinate generation 
 do  
 jot - 0 $nr_samples_used $progression >> ss.numbers.meta.tmp   
       
   # this applies to an imageformat width xy again   
   # number of samples - using a patchprogressionsize  
   # of xy again 
 counter=`expr $counter + 1` 
done 
 
----- 
nl -nrz ss.numbers.tmp > w.numbers.nl.tmp 
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#numbering of lines and output to new file 
 
----- 
join -1 1 -2 1 n.numbers.nl.tmp w.numbers.nl.tmp > n-w.numbers.nl.tmp 
 
#joining of files and lines based on identifiers (attribute join) 
 
----- 
if test -s region_test.tmp 
then  
echo "ERROR: original raster region format is negative - check r.support 
or nodata values in dataset found" 
exit 1 
fi 
 
#simple test if a file exist included in a if – then – fi expression. 
 
 
---- 
 
if [ ! "$GISBASE" ] 
then 
  echo "ERROR: you must be in GRASS v.6.2.x to run $program" 
  exit 1 
fi 
 
#simple test if a Shell environment is set correctly ( here in GRASS) 
 
----- 
 
#more complex example of a unix shell script that needs user input on the  
#CLI (r.vtc). Here the correct input is read into variables with awk  
#syntax.  
 
 
if [ ! "$GISBASE" ] 
then 
  echo "ERROR: you must be in GRASS v.6.2.x to run $program" 
  exit 1 
fi 
HELP=" 
Script for the first stage (variogram range parameter calculation)  
of a variogram structure classification 
 
Usage: 
 r.vtc 
[input=][output=][dir1=]([dir2=])([dir3=])[dir_tol=][cutoff=][init_sill_m
=][init_range_m=] 
 
[modeltype=][d_width=]([patchnr_s=])([patchnr_l=])[nr_samples=][nr_lines=
][progression=][patchsize=]  
 
Flags: none 
          
Parameters: 
 
 input=   grassraster-file with data in 8 bit format 
 output=  range rasterfile in grass rasterformat  
 dir1=    first variogram calculation direction (int) 
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 dir2=    second variogram calculation direction (int) 
 dir3=    third variogram calculation direction (int) 
 dir_tol=  directional tolerance in degree  
 cutoff=  variogramm calculation distance cutoff 
 init_sill_m=    initial sill modeling (for wls) 
 init_range_m=   initial range modeling value(for wls) 
 modeltype=  used modeltype for range value modeling 
 d_width=  used distance stepping for calculation of variogram values 
 patchnr_s=   number of patches (windows) for vario calculation in 
sample direction (int) (optional) 
 patchnr_l=   number of patches (windows) for vario calculation in 
line direction (int) (optional) 
 nr_samples=   number of samples in the original dataset in 
pixels(int) to be used for analysis - for subset processing  
 nr_lines=   number of lines in original dataset in pixels (int) to be 
used for analysis - for subset processing 
 progression=   window progression steps in x and y direction in pixels 
(int) 
 patchsize=   windowsize in pixels (int) 
  
" 
if [ $# -lt 1 ] 
then 
  echo "$HELP" 
  exit 1 
fi 
 
for i 
do 
  case $i in 
    help|-h|-help|--help) 
      echo "$HELP" 
      exit 1 ;; 
  esac 
done 
 
for i 
do 
 case $i in 
  inp=*|input=*) 
   inp=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  out=*|output=*) 
   out=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  dir1=*|direction1=*) 
   dir1=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  dir2=*|direction2=*) 
   dir2=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  dir3=*|direction3=*) 
   dir3=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  dir_tol=*|directional_tolerance=*) 
   dir_tol=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  cutoff=*|cutoffdist=*) 
   cutoff=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  init_sill_m=*|i_s_m=*) 
   i_s_m=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  init_range_m=*|i_r_m=*) 
   i_r_m=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  modeltype=*| m_type=*) 
   m_type=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
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  d_width=*| distance_width=*) 
   stepping=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  patchnr_s=*|patchnr_samples=*) 
   patchnr_s=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  patchnr_l=*|patchnr_lines=*) 
   patchnr_l=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  nr_samples=*|number_samples=*) 
   nr_samples=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  nr_lines=*|number_lines=*) 
   nr_lines=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  progression=*|progressionsize=*) 
   progression=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  patchsize=*|windowsize=*) 
   patchsize=`echo $i | awk -F '=' '{print $2}'` ;; 
  *) 
 echo 
 echo "ERROR: Unrecognized option: $i" 
 echo "Usage: $program [input=] [output=] [dir1=][dir2=] 
[dir3=][dir_tol=] [cutoff=] [init_sill_m=][init_range_m=] 
  [m_type=][d_width=]([patchnr_s=])([patchnr_l=])[nr_samples=] 
[nr_lines=] [progression=] [patchsize=]" 
    
   exit 1 ;; 
 esac 
done 
 
 
---- 
 
#example for pathname and binary program existence tests 
 
if test -s /usr/local/bin/gstat    #check for environment 
 then GSTAT=/usr/local/bin/gstat 
 elif test -s /usr/bin/gstat 
 then GSTAT=/usr/bin/gstat 
 elif test -s /home/soeren/bin/gstat 
 then GSTAT=/home/soeren/bin/gstat 
else  echo "ERROR ... sorry ... cant find gstat! - if you dont have gstat 
       goto: www.gstat.org and grep it there"; 
 echo enter gstat path here:; 
 read filename;  
 GSTAT=$filename/gstat 
 echo  
 echo using $GSTAT  
fi 
if test -s /usr/local/bin/jot 
 then JOT=/usr/local/bin/jot  
 elif test -s /usr/bin/jot 
 then JOT=/usr/bin/jot 
 else echo "ERROR... sorry ... Cant find jot in /usr/local/bin or 
/usr/bin ! 
    jot is needed for the coordinate calculation - 
    install jot first (jot is a number generator). "  
 exit 1 
fi 
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Table XY:Emacs Edition Mode Cheat Sheet Keyboard Shortcuts (from Peteris 
Krumins 2007)  
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